The Ant and the Bee Game

**Prep the game:**
The first thing you’ll need is TWO pieces of paper – Any color.

On one of the pieces of paper, create an ant body (3 circles). Then make 6 legs.

On the second piece of paper, create a bee body (3 circles, plus wings). Then make 6 legs.

Cut out the ant body, the bee body, and ALL legs.

**How to play:**
Player 1 chooses whether they’d like to be the ant or the bee. Player 2 gets the other choice.
Player 1 roles a die. The number on the die indicates how many legs they can put on their bug. Player 2 takes a turn. The game ends when ALL players have put all legs on their bug!

Want more players to join the fun? Make more ant and bee bodies!
If you don’t have dice, try an online dice rolling generator!